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By Mark Roper

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 182 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.4in.Mother Nature has
finally quelled her wrath. She has succeeded in stalling technology as we know it today. Her
warning must be heeded: Learn to walk before you run. The solar storm, as you remember, lasted
for eight months. The crust of this planet was left scarred with disaster zones. Those that survived
natures warning, mainly the young, managed to migrate. The elderly were less fortunate. They were
left abandoned to live in sweltering heat and forced to recreate a past life that is void of a babys cry.
This story, based on the authors original screenplay, focuses on twoseparatecommunities where
dying has become an industry, a woman able to give birth now only a dream. The disillusioned
Reverend Dickinson shepherds his ageing community by false-hope, whilst, a few miles away,
Trader barters life for death using a macabre reminder of the past to gain economic superiority. In
the midst stands the beautiful young woman, Danya. Protected by her shotgun wielding, abrasive
mother, Danya is the only remaining hope of escaping the poverty and aridness that surround
them...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is definitely worth getting. I actually have go through and so i am sure that i will gonna read through again yet again later on. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Hailee Armstrong I-- Hailee Armstrong I

It becomes an remarkable publication that we have at any time study. It is among the most remarkable pdf i have go through. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of reading a published book.
-- Alayna Ankunding DVM-- Alayna Ankunding DVM
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